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1. Software installation

1.1.System requirements

1.1.1. Operation system

Windows NT, Windows 2000, Windows XP, Windows 7 and Windows 10.

1.1.2. Hardware

CPU: Pentium 300 and above;

Memory: 1G and above;

Hard disk: 20G and above;

Monitor: Resolution 1024 × 768 and above;

For online operation, it should be equipped with a 10M or 100M Ethernet card;

If the users use a higher machine configuration, it is recommended to use 1024 × 768

resolution;

1.2.Software installation

Execute the installation software “setup.exe”, and follow the prompts to complete the
installation.

1.3.Software upgrade

Please follow the steps below to upgrade the software:

（1） Download the NAPro software installation package (Download address:

https://www.nandaauto.com/companyfile/5/)

https://www.nandaauto.com/companyfile/5/
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（2） Open the newest NAPro software installation package, click “setup.exe”, set the
NAPro installation directory as shown below:
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2. Project management

After entering the NAPro development environment, the next step is to turn the actual

project into the codes which can be executed in PLC. In the development environment,

the project manages all the elements, such as programs, data, resources, etc. For the

technical staff, the project management includes the project configuration files and project

program files. The project configuration file includes the hardware configuration, program

management, PLC parameter, etc. In the project program files, the program set of

processes to be achieved is defined, including LD program, FBD program, IL program, ST

program, SCC program, etc.

2.1.Project explorer

The NAPro project contents can be displayed by the project explorer, and you can

switch between the contents of the project as well, such as program, data, and resource.

The project explorer can be displayed by content tree. Using content tree, you can

navigate directly to Program---LD, FBD, IL, ST, SCC, etc.; Data---Measuring point Table,

Variable Table, Optional Point Table; Resource--- PLC Configuration, Task Configuration,

Interrupt Configuration, etc. As shown in Fig.2.1:

Fig.2.1 Project explorer

When the content tree displays to the third level, you can double-click the node to

open the relative content by default.
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2.2.Create new project

2.2.1.Create project
Firstly, you should create an empty project. Open NAPro programming software, click

【File】/【New】 on the main menu or the icon on the system toolbar, as shown in

Fig.2.2:

Fig.2.2 Create a new project

Click the 【File】/【Save】on the main menu or the button on the system toolbar,

input the file name of the project and save it. For example, save a project as “TEST.prj”,

as shown in Fig.2.3. If you want to do the second revision, just open the file directly.

Fig.2.3 Save an existed file

NAPro software will pop up a warning dialog box, which points out ”Please configure
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PLC!”, as shown in Fig.2.4. Please choose OK, and then set hardware configuration, as

shown in chapter 2.2.2.

Fig.2.4 Warning dialog box

2.2.2.PLC Hardware Configuration

In the project browser, double-click 【Resource】/【PLC Configuration】 with the

left mouse button, then Hardware Configuration dialog box will pop up, as shown in

Fig.2.5. Wherein, the check box of “Save Source File to PLC” is used to select whether

save the project source file and program source files to PLC or not. If the check box is

selected, the execution files and source files will be downloaded into PLC when

downloading so as to be uploaded; If the check box is not selected, only the execution

files can be downloaded and the uploading will fail.

Fig.2.5 Hardware configuration

The racks can be configured according to the engineering requirements. The rack 1 is

the default master rack, and the others are the expanded racks. Each rack can select the

bottom board with 6 slots, 9 slots, 12 slots and 15 slots according to the engineering
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requirements. Click OK after configuration completion, as shown in Fig.2.5:

Fig.2.6 None-redundancy

※ The None-redundant is suitable for Single CPU architecture and Single Rack Dual

CPU Redundancy

Single CPU Configuration：Supported CPUS include All 400 Series CPU

Single Rack Dual CPU Redundancy：Supported CPUS include

CPU401-0521&CPU401-0531.

Fig.2.7 Bus-Redundancy
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※ Bus Redundancy is suitable for Dual Rack Redundancy

Dual Rack Redundancy：Supported CPUs include CPU401-0531

Fig.2.8 IO-Redundancy

※ The IO-redundant Configuration Supported CPUS include CPU401-0611&

CPU401-0631

Fig.2.9 IO-Channel Redundancy

※ The IO-Channel Redundant Configuration Supported CPUS include CPU401-0531
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After clicking OK, the hardware structure inside project browser is shown as Fig.2.10:

Fig.2.10 Hardware structure

The following is to select modules for each rack. Double-click the “Rack x” in project

browser, and the module configuration will be displayed in the right editing area. At this

time, all the slots are empty. As shown in Fig.2.11:

Fig.2.11 Empty rack

※ Each slot of NA series PLC rack has no special demands on module type,
which means that all modules can be configured at any slot.

Double-click the module or empty slot, the Module dialog box will pop up, and then

select the module group and module type, as shown in Fig.2.12:
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Fig.2.12 Module configuration

The module groups include CPU, digital input, digital output, digital input/output,

sequence of event, analog input, analog output, analog input/output, high speed counter,

communication, special and power. "None" means the slot is empty and there is no

module. Click the "Property" button to configure the module attributes. As shown in

Fig.2.13:

Fig.2.13 Module property

CPU module
The CPU modules include basic CPU module, high performance CPU module, high

performance redundant CPU module, etc. Each type also can be divided into several

kinds of modules according to the serial port number, Ethernet port number, and program

space. The advanced redundant CPU module only can be used in redundant system. For
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different CPU modules, the configurations for the serial ports are same. Select the “Baud

rate”, “Data Bit”, “Stop Bit”, “Parity” and “Protocol” by drop-down combo box. There are

demands on configurations of Ethernet address of dual networks. The Ethernet IP

address has four parts. For dual network, the first part, the second part and the fourth part

of IP address of two network shouldl be the same, and the third part of them should be

different. For example, the dual network addresses can be configured as

192.168.200.100 and 192.168.201.100. As shown in Fig.2.14:

Fig.2.14 CPU module parameter

Digital input module
The digital input modules are divided into four kinds while the configurations are the

same. You just need to set the start number. After setting the start number, the other

serial numbers will be arranged sequentially. As shown in Fig.2.15:

app:ds:parameters
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Fig.2.15 Digital input module parameter

Digital output module
The digital output modules are divided into four kinds, but the configurations are the

same. You just need to set the start number. After setting the start number, the other

serial numbers will be arranged sequentially. As shown in Fig.2.16:

Fig.2.16 Digital output module parameter

Digital input/output module
The digital input/output modules are divided into two kinds while the configurations

are the same, so you just need to set the start number. After setting the start number, the

other serial numbers will be arranged sequentially. As shown in Fig.2.17:
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Fig.2.17 Digital input/output module parameter

Sequence of event module
The sequence of event module is one kind of digital input module which occupies the

address of digital input module. The configuration is the same to that of digital input

module, so you just need to set the start number. After setting the start number, the other

serial numbers will be arranged sequentially. As shown in Fig.2.18:

Fig.2.18 Sequence of event module parameter

Analog input module
The analog input modules are divided into eight kinds while the configurations are

the same. You just need to set the start number. After setting the start number, the other

serial numbers will be arranged sequentially. As shown in Fig.2.19:
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Fig.2.19 Analog input module parameter

Analog output module
The analog output modules are divided into two kinds while configurations are the

same. You just need to set the start number. After setting the start number, the other serial

numbers will be arranged sequentially. As shown in Fig.2.20:

Fig.2.20 Analog output module parameter

Analog input/output module
The analog input/output module is only one kind, for configurations only the start

number is to be set. After setting the start number, the other serial numbers will be

arranged sequentially. As shown in Fig.2.21:
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Fig.2.21 Analog input/output module parameter

2.3.Download and upload project file

If you want to execute an online command, after the project file is created or modified,

it shall be transmitted to PLC. Otherwise, the following prompt will pop up when connected

with PLC, as shown in Fig.2.22:

Fig.2.22 Connect warning

Downloading means the edited programs will be downloaded into PLC, including

project and program files.

Uploading means the project and program files in PLC will be saved into computer (it

can be uploaded only in the condition “Save Source File to PLC” is checked).

Download project
Download the project file into PLC. When downloading, the programming software

will automatically search the node on the network and continue to download according to

the Ethernet address in hardware configuration. During the searching and downloading

process, the programming software will display the words of “Please wait while

downloading project…”. If the PLC node can’t be searched, the connecting failure will be
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alarmed. For the redundant system, the programming software will automatically

download into both PLC. After the programs are downloaded into PLC, the CPU module

must be reset and restarted once, and then the downloaded programs can be executed.

Otherwise, the system will still execute the former programs. The reset operation can be

completed by Reset command of programming software. As shown in Fig.2.23:

Fig.2.23 Download project

Manually download
The manually downloading is often used to download the project file and all program

files for the first time. When the PLC does not download the project file, the default IP has

been set inside. Select Manually Download, and then pop up the following dialog box, as
shown in Fig.2.24:

Fig.2.24 Manually download

Click the OK button to download the project and program files, and the system will

pop up the following process box, as shown in Fig.2.25:

Fig.2.25 Download process

If the network hardware is not connected or the address is wrong, the following

prompt box will pop up, as shown in Fig.2.26:
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Fig.2.26 Download failure

At this time, the network configurations must be checked.

Notes: The IP address of debugging computer must be in the same domain with the

IP address of PLC, which means that the first three segments of IP addresses must be the

same. Otherwise, the connection can’t be achieved. For example: the IP address of PLC

is 192.168.1.66, then the IP address of debugging computer must be 192.168.1.***.

Upload project
It is to upload the project from PLC to the debugging computer. The difference from

download is that when uploading, a dialog box will pop up, and the Ethernet IP address of

PLC is needed to be inputted, as shown in Fig.2.24. After inputting, click the OK button,

the programming software will search the node on the network according to the address.

Fig.2.27 Upload project

After uploading, the programming software will prompt to input the project save place,

and it can directly overwrite the file with the same name or other files in current computer,

also, you can input a file name to save as a new file.

2.4.Download and upload program

Download program
If the project file is not modified and only the program file is changed. The program

file in PLC can be refreshed by the Download Program function.
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Upload program
Upload all of the program files from PLC, including LD, FBD, ST, IL, SCC, etc. The

program uploading is the same to project file uploading and It also needs to input the IP

address of PLC. And then the following dialog box will pop up. Please select the program

name to be uploaded, and all of them can be selected, as shown in Fig.2.28:

Fig.2.28 Upload program
Download All

Download the project file and all the program files into PLC at the same time.

Download All Programs
Download all the program files into PLC.

2.5.Connect and disconnect

Connecting means that the NAPro programming software is connected and

communicated with PLC by Ethernet. In the system toolbar, click the icon 【Connect】,

then NAPro enters into connection process. If connected successfully, the program

execution status can be viewed, while each register status can be directly obtained and

also some registers can be forced to call programs. If connected unsuccessfully, the

connect failure will be alarmed.

Disconnecting means that the NAPro programming software is disconnected with

PLC. In the disconnect condition, each content of project can be modified, while project

and program files can be downloaded.
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3. Hardware mounting

CPU module, power supply module and I/O module of NA400 PLC are always fixed

to the backplanes, and the backplanes are fixed to the cabinets. The installation size of

holes and the right way to fix modules and backplanes will be introduced in this chapter.

3.1.The mounting of module backplane

The module backplane can be mounted in a cabinet. The mounting holes on the

backplane are used to fix the module backplane. The mounting size of 6-slot 、9-slot 、

12-slot and 15-slot module backplanes are shown in the following figures (unit: mm):

Hole dimension on 6-slot backplane

Hole dimension on 9-slot backplane

Hole dimension on 12-slot backplane
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Hole dimension on 15-slot backplane

3.2.Mounting of the module

Mounting position of the module

NA400 intelligent PLC has no restrictions in the mounting slots for the different types

of modules. Based on the real application requirements, users can set module type for

each slot in the NAPro software. All modules can be mounted in any slot position including

power supply module and CPU module.

Confirmation of the module type

Before mounting, please ensure that the module type is the same with the slot

module type in the database configuration.

Mounting of Module

Step A:

Please place the module along the vertical direction of the backplane, and make sure

that module hooks are plugged into mounting holes of the backplane. Please pay

attention to make sure that both two module hooks have been plugged correctly into

mounting holes of the backplane; Otherwise it is possible to cause damage to modules in

the next mounting steps.

Step B:

Move down the module along the parallel direction of the module backplane. Make

the module hooks go just right into the mounting holes of the module backplane. Please

pay attention that the installation place must be in position. Move down the module hook

until the inner edge of the module hook close to the lower edge of the mounting holes.
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Step C:

Push lightly along the direction as shown in the above figure, and the module can be

inserted into the socket. If you feel strong resisting force, it shows that the mutual position

of the plug and socket isn’t correct. At this time, you should repeat above steps to adjust

the position of the module. Please make sure not to use strong force, otherwise it is

possible to damage the module.
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Step D:

Tighten the fastening screw.

3.3.Backplane type

NA400 PLC backplane has four different types: six-slot, nine-slot, twelve-slot and

fifteen-slot. The number of backplane should be chosen according to the number of I/O

modules.

6-slot
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9-slot

12-slot

15-slot

3.4.Main features of backplane

 Configuration: There must be a main backplane when we design a system. The

backplane on which the CPU module is mounted is regarded as the main backplane.

Expansion backplanes (15 at most) are needed when there are many modules. All

backplanes are connected by bus expansion cable.

 Slot: A backplane offers 6～15 slots with standard width. Each module occupies one

slot.

 Backplane address: There is a rotary switch on each backplane used to set its

address as 0～15 .

 Module address: Module address is decided by the module’s backplane address
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and slot number. The slot number of each backplane is 1～15 in turn from left to right.

The formula of calculating module address is:

Module address = Backplane address×15+slot number

3.4.1.Bus Expansion
In the multi-backplane(module backplane) system, a bus expansion cable is used

to connect these backplanes. One side of the cable connects to the downward

connector of bus interface in upper backplane and another side connects to upwards

connector of bus interface in lower backplane. Also, the last expansion backplane only

connects with the upper. The interface of the main backplane and the last expansion

backplane that connects downward should be mounted with a bus terminal adapter.

Table 3 Related Accessories:

Order No. Accessories Remarks

400BKM4010601 6-slot backplane

400BKM4010901 9-slot backplane

400BKM4011201 12-slot backplane

400BKM4011501 15-slot backplane

400CNL4010102 Bus Expanding Cable, 1m

400CNL4010202 Bus Expanding Cable, 2m

400CNL4010302 Bus Expanding Cable, 3m
Length of cable can be

customized

400NUL4010101 Null module
One module occupies one

slot

400BUS4010101 Bus terminal adapter two for every system
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Bus Expansion Schematic
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3.5.Configuration examples as follows:

3.5.1.Single CPU configuration

Single CPU Configuration

Single CPU Configuration Explication:

 Connection plant control level system with NA400 PLC:

Connecting plant control level system with the Ethernet interface of CPU module in

main backplane by optical cable (or twisted-pair cable), so the connecting mode

between plant control level system and NA400 PLC by Ethernet comes into being,

showing as the gray line in the above drawing.

 Backplanees Connection: All backplanes are connected each other by bus

extension cable, one side of the cable connects to the downward connector of bus

interface in upper backplane，another side connects to upwards connector of bus
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interface in lower backplane, showing as the blue line in the above drawing. the last

extended backplane only connect with upper，its downward bus interface and main

backplane upward bus interface should be configurated bus terminal adapter.

The connection of touch panel and NA400 PLC：Connect the serial of

CPU and the serial of touch panel with Shielded cable.Every CPU has two RS232 to

communicate with many other system.

3.5.2.Double CPU Hot Redundant Configuration

Program of Double CPU

 The connection of PC System and NA400 PLC: Connecting PC
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system with the Ethernet interface of CPU module in main backplane by optical cable

(or twisted-pair cable), so the connecting mode between PC system and NA400 PLC

by Ethernet comes into being, showing as the gray line in the above drawing.

 The connection of double-CPU modules: Configure two redundant CPU

modules in the same main chassis, and connect the redundant interfaces of the two

CPUs with redundant cables to form a dual-CPU redundant configuration

 Backplanes Connection: All backplanees are connected each other by bus

extension cable, one side of the cable connects to the downward connector of bus

interface in upper backplane，another side connects to upwards connector of bus

interface in lower backplane, showing as the blue line in the above drawing. the last

extended backplane only connect with upper，its downward bus interface and main

backplane upward bus interface should be configurated bus terminal adapter.

 Connection of backplane, remote I/O and intelligent devices:

Optical cable is used to connect backplanes with remote I/O and intelligent devices. It

is wanted that mounting convertor at both sides interfaces, showing as the red line in

the above drawing.

 The connection of touch panel and NA400 PLC: Connect the serial of

CPU and the serial of touch panel with Shielded cable.Every CPU has two RS232 to

communicate with many other system.
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3.5.3.Ring Network Remote IO
Single Ring Network Remote IO
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Redundant Ring Network Remote IO
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4. PLC hardware configuration

(1) As shown in the figure below, click “Resource” button on the lower left corner, the

resource manager (“Resource”) shows on the left side. Right-click the “PLC Configuration”

in the “Resource”. Then there will be a "hardware configuration" menu.

(2) The Hardware Configuration dialog as shown in the figure below will appear after

Hardware Configuration being clicked. The type of PLC should be set as NA400,and the

backplane model can be chosen by clicking “None” in the “Rack1”.

(3) Choose Rack1 according to the backplane type of project procurement. Select

NA400BKM401-1201 in the drop-down menu of Rack1 as shown in the figure below if the

backplane model is NA400BKM401-1201,and then click OK button.
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(4) Rack number is determined by the number of module that project needs to use. If the

backplane type is NA400BKM401-1201, and the number of modules that project requires

is 15. Then Rack2 must be extended for configuration, as shown in the figure below.

There is a rotary switch on each NA400BKM401-1201 used to set its address as 0～15 ,

where 0 represents for Rack1, 1 represents for Rack2;

(5) Click before the "Hardware configuration" and then Rack1 and Rack2 will appear.

Double-click the Rack 1 and NA400-Rack1’s configuration interface will appear, as shown
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in the figure below:

(6) Click Rack1 and then NA400 Rack1 window will appear, as shown in the figure below:

(7) Click Rack2 and then NA400 Rack2 window will appear, as shown in the figure below:
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4.1.The configuration of PWM401-0503

(1) Because the power module PWM401-0503 is redundant, two PWM401-0503 modules

can be configured in a backplane. Double-click slot , and a “Module” dialog box will
pop up. Select “PWM401-0503” in “Power Module” as shown in the figure below:

(2) Click the OK button after clicking “PWM401-0503”. NA400 - Rack1 interface will be

shown as the figure below:

(3) Configure another PWM401-0503 with the same method. The configuration is shown

as the figure below:
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Wiring Diagram

External power of power supply module is connected by a 3-position hot-plugging

connection terminal. The pin definition is shown in the figure below:

Definition of LED

LED Color State Meaning

R Green
Flicker/Constant

Lighting
Run normally/ Run but parameters are
not loaded

A Green
Constant Lighting /

Off
HIN work normally/ abnormally

F Red Light /Off Fault/ Run normally

LED Definition of PWM401-0503

The working state corresponding to the indicator LED is as follows:
 R: Run indicator LED. When the module is running normally, the green LED

flickers. If the green LED is always on, that means program has been running
but parameter is unloaded.

 A: Communication indicator LED. When CPU module communicates normally
with other modules through HIN, the LED is on.

 F: Fault indicator LED. The LED is on when the dc-dc converter of the module is
power off. The LED will go off when everything is normal.
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4.2.The configuration of DIM401-3201

(1) Double-click on the slot and then a “Module” dialog box will display. Select
DIM401-3201 in the “Digital Input Module”, as shown in the figure below:

(2) Pop-up Digital Input Module Parameter dialog box after double-clicking the

DIM401-3201. Select starting address number of module measuring points and generally

leave the "Start Number" starting from %I1 as defult. Click the OK button, as shown in the

figure below:

(3) The current configuration will be same as the figure below:
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(4) Measuring point table configuration: click on the button on the menu bar, and the
measuring point table will be shown as shown below. Measuring point address starts

from %I0001 to %I0032.

(5) DIM401-3201 filtering time configuration:

Filtering time can be set in measuring point table, whose range is between 10ms to

100ms. The setting bar unit is 10ms. As shown in the figure below, the number 1 means

that the filtering time is 10ms.

The working state corresponding to the indicator LED is as follows:
 R: Run indicator LED. When the module is running normal, the green LED

flickers. If the green LED is always on, the program should have been running

but the parameter is unloaded.

 A: Communication indicator LED. When CPU module communicates normally

with other modules through HIN, the LED is on.
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 F: Fault indicator LED. The LED being on means that the modules have fault.

The LED will go off when everything is normal.

 1-32 Channel indicator LED: The light shows state of each input signal. For

digital input module, when the light is on, if the current state of the input signal is

1, the corresponding light is on. Otherwise the light will be off.

Terminal wiring diagram
DIM401-3201 Digital input module connects with external devices by terminal blocks

in front of the module. Correspondence of each channel is described in the following

figure. And please pay attention to the following:

 DIM401-3201 digital input module requires a separate 24VDC field power supply.

 Every 16 channels form a group and share a common terminal. 32 channels can be

divided into 2 groups, and both of them require a separate 24VDC filed power supply.

 NO. “1, 2” pin of the terminal, as the common terminal of point 1 to 16, should be

connected to the negative pole of field power supply; NO.3～NO.18 pin are the digital

input for point 1 to 16 in turn; NO. “19, 20” pin of the terminal, as the common terminal

of point 17 to 32, should be connected to the negative pole of another field power

supply; NO.21～NO.36 pin are the digital input for point 17 to 32 in turn.

 Please don’t connect more than 2 cables to the same pin of the terminal. It is better to

realize multipoint cable access by busbar or transfer terminal.
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DIM401-3201 Terminal wiring diagram
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INDICATOR LED DESCRIPTION:

INDICATOR LEDS

Descriptions of indicator LEDs:

LED Color State Meaning

R Green
Flicker/Constant

Lighting
Run normally/ Run but parameters are not
loaded

A Green
Constant

Lighting /Off
HIN work normally/ abnormally

F Red Light / Off Fault/ Run normally

Indicator
Light1-32

Green Light / Off
Current state of a way input is 1/ Current
state of a way input is 0
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4.3.The configuration of DOM401-3201

(1) Double-click on the slot and then a “Module” dialog box will display. Select
DOM401-3201 in the “Digital Output Module”, as shown in the figure below:

(2) Pop-up Digital Output Module Parameter dialog box after double-clicking the

DOM401-3201. Select starting address number of module measuring points and generally

leave the "Start Number" starting from %I1 as defult. Click the OK button, as shown in the

figure below:

(3) The current configuration will be same as the figure below:
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(4) Measuring point table configuration: click on the button on the menu bar, and the
measuring point table will be shown as shown below. Measuring point address starts

from %I0001 to %I0032.

INDICATOR LED DESCRIPTION:

INDICATOR LEDS

LED Color State Meaning

R Green Flicker Run normally

A Green Light / off HIN work normally/ abnormally

F Red Light / off Fault/ Runing normal
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indicating

lamp1-32
Green Light / off

Current state of a way output is 1/ Current state of a

way output is 0

The working state corresponding to the indicator LED is as follows:

The detail meanings of the working state of the indicating lamp on the NA400 DOM401- 3201

module panel are as following:

 R: Running indicating lamp， lamp is green flickering when the module is running

normally, and always light means program has been running but parameter is unloaded.

 A: HIN Actived Indicating LED. When HIN works normally, the LED is light on，or it

turns off.

 F: Fault Indicating LED. The LEDis light when the module is fault.

 Channel indicating: Every green lamp shows state of one input signal. For digital

output module, lamp light means the current state of the output signal is 1，Otherwise

0.

Terminal wiring diagram
DOM401-3201Digital input module connect with external devices by terminal blocks in front of

module.Correspondence of each channel is described in the following drawing.And please pay

attention to the following points：

 DOM401-3201 digital output module need to use user-supplied power supply 24VDC

separately.

 All the 16 points in one group use the same 24VDC supply.

 NO.“1、2” are pins of the terminal should be connected to the field power supply, with

NO.1 connecting to positive pole of 24VDC, and NO.2 connecting to negative pole of

24VDC. NO.3～NO.18 pin is digital output point 1 to digital output point 16 in turn. And

NO.“19、20” are pins of the terminal should be connected to the field power supply, with

NO.19 connecting to positive pole of 24VDC, and NO.20 connecting to negative pole of

24VDC. NO. 25～NO. 28 pin and NO. 33～NO. 36 pin is digital output point 9 to digital

output point 16 in turn.

 Please don’t connect more than 2 cables to the same pin of the terminal, you’d better realize
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multipoint cable access by busbar or transfer terminal.

DOM401-3201 Terminal wiring diagram
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4.4.The configuration of AIM401-1603

(1) Double-click on the slot and choose AIM401-1603 module as shown in the figure

below:

(2) The configuration is shown as the figure below after AIM401-1603 being

double-clicked. Analog input starts from %IW1 and “Sample Speed” is “Normal” default.

Click the OK button.
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(3) The current configuration will be the same as the figure below:

(4) Signal Type selection

The channels’ Signal Types can be set in the measuring table below. Types can be

set as 0~5V、1~5V.

Terminal wiring diagram
AIM401-1603 AI module connects with external devices by terminal blocks in front of

module. Correspondence of each channel is described in the following drawing. And

please pay attention to the followings:

 Each AI signal is connected to terminals by two wires (shielded cable).

 Even-numbered terminals connect to negative pole of voltage signals, and

odd-numbered terminals connect to positive pole of voltage signals.

 Prohibition of wiring: “17”、“18” 、“35”、“36”.
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AIM401-1603 Terminal wiring diagram
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INDICATOR LED DESCRIPTION:

INDICATOR LEDS
LED Color State Meaning

R Green
Flicker/Constant

Lighting
Run normally/ Program has been running
but parameter is unloaded

A Green Constant Lighting / Off HIN work normally/ abnormally

F Red Light / Off Fault/ Run normally

The working state corresponding to the indicator LED is as follows:

 R: Run indicator LED. When the module is running normal, the green LED

flickers. If the green LED is always on, the program should have been running

but the parameter is unloaded.

 A: Communication indicator LED. When CPU module communicates normally

with other modules through HIN, the LED is on.

 F: Fault indicator LED. The LED is on when the modules has fault. The LED will

go off when everything is normal.
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4.5.The configuration of AOM401-0401

(1) AOM401-0401 module is configured to AOM401-0401 in NAPro. Double-click on the

slot and choose AOM401-0401 module;

(2) The configuration is shown as the figure below after AOM401-0401 being

double-clicked. The default value of "Start Number" is %QW1. Please click the OK button.

(3) The configuration is the same as the figure below:
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(4)Signal Type selection

The channels’ Signal Types can be set in the measuring table below. Types can be

set as 0~20mA、4~20mA, which is corresponding to the range of 0~22mA、4~22mA.

Terminal wiring diagram

AOM401-0401 AO module connects with external devices by terminal blocks in front

of module. Correspondence of each channel is described in the following drawing. And

please pay attention to the following:

 Each field AO output signal connects to the load respectively by two wires (shielded

cable).

 Even-numbered terminals connect to negative pole of current signals and

odd-numbered terminals connect to positive pole of current signals.
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AOM401-0401 Terminal wiring diagram
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INDICATOR LED DESCRIPTION:

INDICATOR LEDS
LED Color State Meaning

R Green Flicker/Constant Lighting
Run normally/ Program has been
running but parameter is unloaded

A Green Constant Lighting / Off HIN work normally/ abnormally

F Red Light / Off Fault/ Run normally

The working state corresponding to the indicator LED is as follows:

 R: Run indicator LED. When the module is running normally, the green LED

flickers. If the green LED is always on, the program must have been running but

parameter is unloaded.

 A: Communication indicator LED. When CPU module communicates normally

with other modules through HIN, the LED is on.
 F: Fault indicator LED. The LED is on when the modules has fault. The LED will

go off when everything is normal.
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4.6.The configuration of CPU401-0531

Because the CPU module is redundant, two CPU401-0531 modules must be

configured in one backboard. The master CPU401-0531 and the slave CPU401-0531 are

required the same network segment when IP address is configured. For example :The IP

address of the master CPU401-0531 is 192.168.1.100, while the IP address of the slave

CPU401-0531 can be configured to 192.168.1.101.

4.6.1.The configuration of master CPU401-0531
(1) Double-click the Resource Rack1 in the interface and then switch to the NA400 -

Rack1 interface;

(2) Configure CPU401-0531 module on the slot , and then double-click slot3. The

“Module” dialog box is shown as the figure below .Select the CPU401-0531 in CPU

Module;

(3)Double-click CPU401-0531 and then “CPU Module Parameter” dialog box will pop up.
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Configure the Ethernet1’s IP address, subnet mask, default gateway in the interface.

(4) Click ok bottom , The configuration is shown as the figure below:

4.6.2.The configuration of the slave CPU401-0531

(1) Configure CPU401-0531 module on the slot , and then double-click slot4.The
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“Module” dialog box is shown as the figure below. Select the CPU401-0531 in CPU

Module;

(2) Double-click CPU401-0531 and then a “CPU Module Parameter” dialog box will pop

up. Configure the Ethernet1’s IP address , subnet mask, default gateway in the interface.

(3) Click ok bottom ,The configuration is shown as the figure below:
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4.6.3.The deletion and replacement of the module in

NAPro software
(1) NAPro software module configuration is shown as the figure below: for example, to

delete PWM401-0503 module on the slot2 in NA400-Rack1;

(2) Double-click PWM401-0503 module on the slot2 in NA400-Rack1 and then a Module

dialog box will pop up.
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(3) Select “None” in “Module” dialog box, as shown in the figure below:

(4) Delete PWM401-0503 by clicking OK button, as shown in the figure below:
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4.6.4.The compilation and saving of the NAPro

software project file

(1) When configuration is completed according to the above steps, click as shown in

the figure below which is used to save and compile all configuration files.

(2) Save project after completing configuration of the program, then it will show tips as

follows. Compile programs by clicking Yes button.

.
(3) 0 error (s) will appear on the Compile interface which is in the left corner as shown in

the figure below ;
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(4) The configuration of project file is not correct, for example: as shown in the Fig.4.12

below, if you only configure one CPU401-0531 and then you click button, the dialog

box will appear as shown in the Fig.4.13 below:

Fig.4.12 Configuration example with errors

Fig.4.13 CPU configuration error prompt dialog
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5. Project installation and debugging

5.1.Module installation

Insert CPU401-0531 and other IO module into BKM401-1201 according to the order

in NAPro software configuration. The dial code switch of BKM401-1201 which is

corresponding to Rack1 should be set to 0, while the dial code switch of BKM401-1201

which is corresponding to Rack2 should be set to 1.

Note: The Redundancy interface of master CPU401-0531 and slave CPU401-0531 are

connected by CNL4010214 Redundancy cables.

5.2.Download the project file of CPU401-0531

Connect PC and PLC internet access through network cables and switches after

module installation. Please switch the key of the master CPU401-0531 on slot3 in the

backplane BKM401-1201 to the Debug mode, and then R and F lights of the

CPU401-0531 module will flicker after restarting the PLC power supply. This means that

the master CPU401-0531 enter into the debugging mode (the IP address is fixed as

192.168.1.66. This mode only supports manually downloading the user configuration of

project files and programs in NAPro software. The model is mainly applied when users

want to download files first-time or forget module IP address. Other devices and the PC do

not support the communication in this mode.)

南大傲拓-姚
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(1) The IP address 192.168.1. X(The number is between 2 and 254 except 66) must be

added on the PC before the project files was downloaded, as shown in the figure below:

(2) Open the PLC program by using NAPro software, as shown in the figure below:
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(3) Click on the Load in the menu bar, click the drop-down menu and then select the last

item “Manual Download”;

(4) A “Ethernet IP” dialog will pop up. Then Click "ok" to go on, which is shown as follows:

(5) Switch the key of the master CPU401-0531 to the run mode after downloading the

program. Then restart the PLC. The R light of the module flickers and the A light constantly
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lights. The M light constantly lighting means that the master CPU401-0531 module runs

normally.

(6) The key of slave CPU401-0531 is set to the Debuging mode. The slave CPU must be

set in the same steps as the above . Download the project file manually, and then restart

power. The R light of the module flickers and the A light constantly lights. The M light being

off means that the slave CPU401-0531 module runs normally.

5.3.Redundant CPU401-0531 debug

CPU401-0531 debugging information

The CPU power light is normally on. R light flicker, which means the module can

operate OK. A light constantly lights, which represents that high-speed internal bus

communication is normal. The M light is normally on, which says that the current CPU is

master. If the F light is on, it means that the module has a failure.

PWM, DIM, DOM, IIM, AIM and AOM and so on I/O module debugging information

The I/O module’s light is normally on. R light flicker, which means the module can

operate OK. A light constantly lights, which represents that the communication with CPU

has no problem. If the F light is on, it means that the module has a failure.

Power supply module instructions are in consistent with the I/O module.

CPU401-0531 online debugging

(1) Click PLC online button in NAPro software

(2) NAPro software has Master-slave switch function, as shown in the figure below. When

NAPro is online, we can switch the master-slave mode of two redundant CPU401-0531

modules by clicking “Master/Slave Switch” in the drop-down menu of “Online”.
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(3) The stop state of CPU401-0531 module

The dial code of master CPU401-0531 module switches to the “Stop” state .Then the

current CPU401-0531 would become the slave CPU401-0531 and the original slave

CPU401-0531 would become the master CPU401-0531 at the same time.

Note: Do not support both of the master and slave CPU401-0531 are adjusted to

Stop state. Once performing this operation will lead to the whole system output does not

work.

Download after changing Project file

Change project file in the process of project debugging. We can directly download the

project files in the present “Run” state (the code switch is in the RUN state)after clicking

“save and compile” button(The IP address of CPU401-0531 which is software-configured

by present NAPro is consistent with internal real IP address of CPU401-0531 module).

(1) Click “download button directly” in NAPro software. As shown in the figure below,

we can download program in the “Run” state.
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5.4.CPU401-0531 and PC connection

It adopts the standard MODBUS/TCP protocol. The function code and register

address it supports are as follows:

Classification
Prefix

Measuring
Point Type

Reading
Function
Code

Writing
Function
Code

Measuring
Point

Address
Range

Protocol
Address
Range

Remarks

0X

Q 01 05 / 15 1～16384
00000～
16384

Measuring
point
address
ranges for
different
CPUs are
different

M 01 05 / 15 1～16384
20000～
36383

N 01 05 / 15 1～4096
40000～
44095

1X

I 02 1～16384
00000～
16383

S 02 1～4096
20000～
24095

3X

IW 04 1～4096
00000～
04095

SW 04 1～4096
05000～
09095

Event 04 1～256
10000～
16173

4X

MW 03 06 / 16 1～32768
00000～
32767

QW 03 06 / 16 1～4096
60000～
64095

NW 03 06 / 16 1～4096
50000～
54095

Clock 03 16
65000～
65004

Clock 03 06/ 16
65010～
65016

Note: Each register address range can refer to the measuring point table of NAPro
software.

5.5.MODBUS/TCP specifications

MODBUS/TCP is the TCP network protocol of MODBUS. The TCP network port is
502.
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【Example】Read %IW108-%IW110 in slave.

The master sends out the message as follows:

The response messages from slave station are as follows:
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